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§ 13. A Non-Dissipative Closure Model for
Mirror Instability in a Collisionless
Plasma
Watanabe, T.-H., Sugama, H. (NIFS)
Horton, W., Wong, V.H. (Univ. Texas)
The ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equa-
tions describing macroscopic behaviors of colli-
sionless plasmas are completed by considering the
moment-closure problem. It is well known that
the GGL (Chew-Goldberger-Low) model, where the
parallel heat flux is presumed to be zero, predicts
a lower criterion of temperature anisotropy for the
mirror instability than that of linear analysis of the
Vlasov equation (by a factor of 6). The difference
of the criteria is important not only as a funda-
mental problem in plasma physics but also as one
of key factors determining temperature anisotropy
in the Earth's magnetosheath. In order to resolve
the problem in the CGL model, Kulsrud proposed
a set of kinetic and fluid equations where two com-
of the pressure tensor (P..1, PII) are directly
gIven by second-order moments of a drift kinetic
equation [1]. In the Kulsrud's approach, the fluid
and kinetic equations are derived by (1/e)-ordering
and gyrophase averaging of the Vlasov equation,
and are coupled with each other to be solved. Here,
it is called "kinetic MHD equations".
It has been desired to find a closure model for
the kinetic MHD equations, since they are too com-
plicated to be applied to numerical simulations al-
though the derivation is strict and valid. Snyder
and his co-authors have applied the 4+2 and/or
3+1 Landau-fluid models to closing the moment hi-
erarchy [2]. It is, however, known that a dissipa-
tive closure relation such as the Landau-fluid model
does not preserve the time-reversibility of linearly
unstable modes. Thus, according to the idea of the
non-dissipative closure model for the ion temper-
ature gradient mode turbulence [3,4], we consider
a closure relation between the heat flux (q..1b qlll),
the pressure (P..1bPlll) and the parallel flow UII with
real-valued coefficients which are determined so as
to reproduce the two conditions; the relation be-
tween (q..1l' qlll) and (P..1l' Pill) given by the kinetic
MHD equations and the linear dispersion relation
(where the subscript 1 denotes fluctuations).
The obtained closure relation is represented as
qs..1l noTs..1OCsUl Usll + asllTs..1OCsnl nsl ,
qslll noTslloCsu2Usii + asilTslloCsn2nsl ,
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where s denotes the particle species. The real-
valued coefficients used in the above are given by
CsUl
CsU2
where
D((s) == V2(sR((s)
R((s) - (Tsllo/Ts..1o)
R(() = 1 + (Z((), and z(n)(() = dn[Z(()Jld(n
for the plasma dispersion function Z((). E s is re-
lated to the AlvEm-Falthammar's parallel electric
field, Es(Bl / Bo) = -iesEII/kzTsllo. The subscript L
means a quantity depending on the eigenfrequency
given by the linear dispersion relation. Applying the
model. to (q..1l' qlll) in equations for (P..1l' Pill)
gIven by taking second-order moments of the ki-
netic equation, we have found a set of fluid equa-
tions which preserve the time-reversibility for un-
stable modes and give the same dispersion rela-
tion as that from the kinetic analysis. It is also
found that, in the adiabatic limit (I (s I « 1 where
(s = w / V2kzasll) with the equal temperature ratio,
Ti..lO/Tillo = Te..1O/TeIIO (thus, Es = 0), the closure
relation reduces to a simple form with
CsTJ.. = CSTII = 0 ,. CsUl = 1, CsU2 = -2 .
Comparison of kinetic and fluid simulations will be
pursued in future works.
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